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Abstract: Graphene has been widely used in silicon-based optical modulators for its ultra-broadband light absorption and ultrafast optoelectronic response. By incorporating graphene and slow-light silicon photonic crystal waveguide (PhCW), here we propose and experimentally demonstrate a unique double-layer graphene electro-absorption modulator in telecommunication applications. The modulator exhibits a modulation depth of 0.5 dB/μm with a bandwidth of 13.6 GHz, while graphene coverage length is only 1.2 μm in simulations. We also fabricated the graphene modulator on silicon platform, and the device achieved a modulation bandwidth at 12 GHz. The proposed graphene-PhCW modulator may have potentials in the applications of on-chip interconnections.
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1 Introduction

High-speed optical communications demand large bandwidth and low power consumption in future growing data traffics. Optical intensity modulators, as important devices in converting electric signals to optical ones, ideally need to exhibit the merits of high modulation speed, large bandwidth, small footprint, low loss and ultra-low power consumption [1]. The indispensable modulator can be achieved by light absorption in waveguide or light interference after phase tuning. For instance, traditional electro-absorption modulators, like germanium-based modulators, need a reverse bias voltage on a p-i-n-like structure to obtain an imaginary part change of the material’s permittivity [2], and they are mostly limited by the operation wavelength bandwidth due to their finite band gaps [2, 3]. The light interference type intensity modulators, achieved by controlling the real part of silicon permittivity to generate a phase change, are typically designed by micro-ring resonators [4, 5] or Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) [6–8]. They require either a precise fabrication method or a large footprint on the chip, which restricts their integration on large scale circuits. To meet the requirement of high-speed and low-energy consumption for the next-generation communication systems, a compact integrated electro-optical modulator with a large bandwidth and modulation depth (MD) is needed.

Two-Dimensional materials, such as graphene, MXene, phosphorene, antimonene and bismuthene, have been reported as promising materials in optical communication applications [9–14]. Integrating those materials to silicon devices has been proved to be an effective way to introduce the light-matter interaction for optical devices. As a novel material, graphene has a 2D structure which is a monolayer of carbon atoms formed in honeycomb lattice. Consequently, it performs a unique energy band structure [15, 16]. Due to its special 2D structure, graphene has the merits of easy fabrication in integration [17], ultra-wide
absorption band spectrum [18], tunable Fermi level [16, 19] and high carrier mobility [20]. In the meantime, the van der Waals force between different layers of graphene can also make hybrid integrated devices without “lattice mismatch” problem. Thanks to these distinct properties, graphene has become an attractive material for electro-optical modulators [9, 21–24]. To obtain large MD, using membrane-type photonic crystal waveguide (PhCW) with slow light effect [25] is a new way to improve weak light-matter interaction with graphene in nanometer-scale devices. PhCW is a periodic structure where light is confined by a combination of in-plane photonic band gap (PBG) confinement and vertical index guiding [26]. By introducing a line defect in this periodic structure, the defects have guided modes as two types of cutoff wavelength within the PBG, which exhibit extraordinarily large group dispersion [27]. PhCW has been utilized in plenty of applications such as sensors [28], amplifiers [29], photodetectors [30] and modulators [9]. So far, PhCW has not been exploited to implement electro-absorption modulators.

Graphene modulators rely on the tuning of its Fermi level in a capacitor structure. It can be realized either by a single-layer graphene sandwiched with a semiconductor material waveguide by a dielectric material [21], or by double-layer graphene with a dielectric material introduced in between [22]. The single-layer graphene modulators need doping in semiconductor waveguide, causing a large capacitance in the RC circuit [21]. Thus, the bandwidth is limited in 1 GHz with a MD of 0.1 dB/μm. The double-layer graphene modulator with strip waveguide achieves a MD of 0.16 dB/μm while keeping the bandwidth of 1 GHz [22]. Using the amorphous silicon on top of the double-layer graphene will significantly increase the bandwidth up to 35 GHz since the two metal pads can be close to the a-Si ridge waveguide, but it still cannot reach a large MD simultaneously [31].

Here, by combining the merits of PhCW and graphene, a novel structure, graphene-Al₂O₃-graphene sandwiched stacking on the PhCW, is proposed and demonstrated. Due to the slow light enhancement in the PhCW, a large MD up to 0.5 dB/μm with a bandwidth of 13.6 GHz is theoretically predicted. We successfully fabricated the modulator obtaining a bandwidth of 12 GHz. This design can significantly increase the MD of the modulator without sacrificing the modulation speed. It also removes the doping in the waveguide which greatly simplifies the fabrication process. The proposed electro-absorption modulator may have potentials in the optical interconnects or data-center applications.

2 Mechanism, design and simulation

The schematic structure of the proposed double-layer graphene PhCW modulator is displayed in Figure 1A. It is a silicon PhCW substrate with double-layer graphene...
separated by Al₂O₃ dielectric on the top. This graphene-oxide-graphene (G-O-G) sandwiched structure allows both electrons and holes injecting into graphene layers when a bias is applied on them. Based on the unique band dispersion of graphene, the two layers of graphene can be transparent at the same time when applied a high drive voltage, which is determined by |E| regardless of its sign [32]. The substrate layer is a membrane silicon PhCW structure. This PhCW structure can significantly increase group index to the signal light in the defects, which serves as a larger equivalent contact area of graphene to obtain a large MD. Two Au/Ti metal pads cover on each side of the graphene to form efficient metallic contact. When a bias is applied on the two-layer graphene, the modulator will be in “ON” state for the transparent graphene. Correspondingly, the modulator will keep “OFF” state without a bias since the Fermi level of the graphene keep at near Dirac point introducing an absorption of infrared (IR) light [33].

In order to design the PhCW, the plane-wave-expansion method [34] is used to calculate the energy band. We choose the MIT Photonic Bands (MPB) software package to compute the dispersion relationship of the PhCW. To optimize the slow-light region to be linear, we introduce some change in the W1 defect by moving the positions of the first and second rows of holes adjacent to the line defect. After optimization, we find the dispersion relationship of the PhCW in Figure 1B. Since our grating couplers are designed for transverse electric mode, we only need to consider even mode from massive guiding modes. In the end, we choose a hole diameter size of 193 nm and a lattice constant of 390 nm in our PhCW. To achieve a large group index and large bandwidth, we move the first row of holes outward from its original position for 41 nm, and the second row is moved 10 nm outward. As a result, the semi-slow-light region is linear, which is represented as the red curve in Figure 1B. Figure 1C is the electric field distribution of the PhCW, where two 5 μm coupling regions are introduced between the strip waveguide and the slow-light PhCW to reduce the coupling loss, and it indicates a good confinement of the light in the designed slow-light PhCW. The electric field is extended to a width of 1.2 μm, based on which we define the overlap width to be 1.2 μm in the later calculation. Figure 1D is the cross section of our modulator, with its equivalent circuit on it. The graphene width (W_{grapene}) is 3.6 μm, which is a trade-off between graphene loss and metal loss in the modulator. When a voltage is applied on the top two layers of graphene, this G-O-G structure forms a simple parallel capacitor with different doping type. The 3 dB bandwidth of the modulator can be calculated by a typical equivalent RC circuit given by

\[ B = \frac{1}{2\pi \left[ 2 \cdot (R_c + R_s) \right] C} \]  

where R_c and R_s are the contact and sheet resistance of the graphene, respectively, and C is the capacitance of the device. To calculate the exact resistance and capacitance of the modulator, we have to decompose them into small signal electrical circuit components, shown as the red component of Figure 1D. R_c and R_s are in both sides of the cross section of the modulator, which are expressed as R_{c1}/R_{c2} and R_{s1}/R_{s2}. The capacitance is formed by the oxide layer expressed as C_{ox}

\[ C_{ox} = \varepsilon_{\text{o}} \frac{W_{ox} \cdot L}{t_{ox}} \]  

where the t_{ox} is the thickness of the dielectric layer (aluminum oxide layer), W_{ox} is the width of the modulation part (double-layer graphene overlap width), and L is the length of the modulator. \varepsilon_{\text{o}} and \varepsilon_{\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3} are the permittivity in the vacuum and Al₂O₃ respectively. We choose the contact resistance of graphene by the value of 500 Ω·μm and sheet resistance by 500 Ω/sq in our calculation [35]. The length of the modulator in simulation is set to be 5 μm, and the overlap width is 1.2 μm. Therefore, the 3 dB bandwidth of the modulator should be 13.6 GHz by putting contact resist, sheet resist to RC circuit bandwidth into Eq. (1) and capacitance thickness to Eq. (2).

In order to estimate MD and insertion loss (IL) of our design, we employ the finite-difference time-domain method through Lumerical FDTD Solution software. In the simulation setup, we use the dimensions of PhCW from previous MPB result: PhCW length of 5 μm, hole diameter of 193 nm, lattice constant of 390 nm and graphene overlap width of 1.2 μm. Before the simulation starts, we need to manually calculate the chemical potential of the graphene when a voltage is added by the following formula:

\[ E_F = \text{sgn}(V) \hbar v_F \sqrt{\pi e^2 \varepsilon_{\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3} |V|} / t_{ox} e \]  

where the \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant, \( v_F \) is the Fermi velocity of 10^6 m/s, \( V \) is the applied voltage and \( e \) is the elementary charge. Since the two layers are in doping at same level simultaneously, we can set this value to both layers in the graphene model of this software. Figure 2A shows the transmission power of each wavelength for different voltage. The MD is the difference of output power between the zero bias and maximum corresponding to “OFF” and “ON” state. In our result, when the bias is below 4 V, the Fermi level of graphene is in the near Dirac point, as the
left inset in Figure 2A, which absorbs the light obviously in the “OFF” state; after increasing the bias to 10 V, the Fermi level of graphene is away from center point, which exhibits transparency property in the “ON” state. Thus, in order to obtain the maximum MD, the bias should be set between 4 V and 10 V, giving a IL between 1 dB and 1.5 dB which corresponds to 0.2–0.3 dB/μm. Thanks to the slow-light effect in the PhCW, the MD becomes larger as the wavelength increases. As is shown in Figure 2A at the wavelength of 1559 nm, the MD is up to 2.5 dB at the PhCW length of 5 μm. If we increase the length of modulator, the MD will increase at the same time.

In the modulation bandwidth and MD calculation, the overlap width \( W \) plays an important role. Figure 2B presents the MD and modulation speed as a function of overlap width. In theory, the modulation speed depends only on the overlap width regardless of the length of the modulator. However, the length of the modulator and the overlap width both affect the MD. In the end, we use the 1.2 μm overlap width for our fabricated device because it keeps a large MD and increases the fabrication tolerance, while maintaining a good modulation bandwidth.

### 3 Experiment and results

The details of the chip fabrication are illustrated in section 6. We firstly fabricated the PhCW, waveguides, multimode interferometer (MMI) and gratings. Buffered hydrofluoric acid is used to etch the SiO\(_2\) layer below PhCW to make sure the PhCW is a membrane structure in low loss state. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of PhCW is shown as Figure 3A. We measured the spectrum of the PhCW and MMI on the chip in Figure 3B and C before dealing with graphene. This step cannot be ignored since we need to obtain the group index and waveguide loss of PhCW. In Figure 3B, the transmission spectrum of the PhCW is the blue curve, and the red dots are group index calculated from the MMI transmission spectrum of Figure 3C. The green line is the trend of the group index, which is corresponding to the MPB simulation result in Figure 1B. The flatt area (1550–1560 nm) of green line in Figure 3B maps to the semi-slow-light region. It means that the PhCW can work in 1550 nm wavelength region with a large group index of 24. The loss of the PhCW can be calculated from the blue curve of Figure 3C, which is up to 3 dB in a waveguide length of 100 μm.

After the membranization of PhCW, the G-O-G structure is transferred and deposited on it. A 5 nm aluminum oxide layer below PhCW and bottom graphene is used to isolate silicon and graphene. The metal pad is fabricated on the graphene, which is deposited by E-beam evaporation utilizing titanium (Ti) and gold (Au), and then a lift-off process follows. The SEM image of the complete modulator is shown in Figure 4.

To measure the MD and dynamic response of the modulator, two setups are prepared, which are illustrated in section 6. When considering the measurement of MD, we aim to monitor the output power of the PhCW by applying different biases. In the beginning, we sweep the spectrum of the PhCW to find the cutoff wavelength, and then we set the tunable laser source (TLS) in the near cutoff wavelength to make sure that it is in the semi-slow light region. By manually tuning off/on the Keithly source measure unit (SMU), we record the power change in the output in order to obtain the instantaneous MD for the 10 μm long PhCW modulator, as illustrated in Figure 5A, and the MD is up to 0.55 dB, that is, 0.055 dB/μm. We further sweep the wavelength in order to achieve the wavelength-dependent MD, as shown in Figure 5B. In order to
recognize the MD-wavelength tendency more easily, we choose a waveguide length of 100 μm, which exhibits a MD of 1.5 dB at 1555 nm wavelength. Those results tell us the IL and MD are dependent on wavelength, shown as Figure 5C. To measure the dynamic response of the modulator, an electrical signal generated by a vector network analyzer (VNA) is superimposed onto a static drive voltage for small signal measurement. The frequency range of VNA is set from 50 MHz to 20 GHz with a radio frequency (RF) power of 20 dBm in a static voltage of 8 V. We use the 1555 nm wavelength which is in the semi-slow light region. Figure 5D tells us the result from the VNA which illustrates the 3 dB bandwidth of the modulator is up to 12 GHz.

4 Discussion

The modulator performs a MD of 0.55 dB and modulation speed of 12 GHz in the length of 10 μm. The MD increases in longer wavelength. This phenomenon indicates that the PhCW has a larger group index in longer wavelength, and it has a trade-off result between MD and IL in semi-slow light region at nearly 1555 nm. The
IL is the same as our expectations in the simulation part. However, the MD is smaller than our simulation expectations, which is attributed to the dirty graphene layer as shown in the SEM image of the modulator in Figure 4B. Besides, we can see the top layer graphene does not cover the whole first row of the photonic crystal as we expected due to the misalignment in the lithography process. It is found from the electric field distribution in Figure 1C that the mode field is expanded to the whole first row of the PhCW. Thus, the misalignment significantly reduces the MD. The bandwidth is affected by the capacitance and resistance of the modulator from Figure 1D and Eq. (1). The capacitance of the modulator drops off a little because of the over-etched overlap length introduced by the misalignment, and the resistance increases due to the poor quality of top layer graphene. Thus, the bandwidth is limited to 12 GHz.

The misalignment problem comes from multiple lithography and atomic layer deposition (ALD) process when dealing with the bottom layer graphene and Al2O3. To solve the problem, we need to consider adding an additional size of graphene in E-beam lithography. It is necessary to exert effort to find the best area for lithography before O2 plasma etching process. The poor graphene quality comes from the rough surface of Al2O3 thin film. To overcome it, we can also try a different thickness of Al2O3 to find the best performance in the interface between Al2O3 and graphene. On the other hand, using other 2D materials, such as phosphorene [13] and antimonene [36], may offer different solutions on the modulator. The transfer method of these materials can provide a complete pattern on the devices. However, they are not easy to transfer to massive integrated devices as far as we know.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed a double-layer graphene membrane type PhCW electro-absorption modulator. The theoretical simulation indicates the modulator has a MD of 0.5 dB/μm with a bandwidth of 13.6 GHz, which is 3 times larger than traditional double-layer graphene modulators. The 10 μm effective length experiment demo modulator has a 3 dB bandwidth up to 12 GHz with a MD of 0.55 dB. A 100 μm long modulator exhibits a 1.5 dB MD, which can be improved significantly with improved fabrication process. Thanks to the slow-light region of PhCW, those modulators can work in a telecommunication band for 10 nm bandwidth. Experiment results verify the MD enhancement by the PhCW. It is a promising method to achieve large bandwidth and high MD with simple fabrication process.

6 Fabrication and experiment methods

The fabrication starts with commercial silicon-on-insulator wafers (bought from Soitec, Bernin, France)
with a 250-nm-thick silicon layer on top of a 3 μm SiO₂ buried layer. E-beam lithography (JEOL JBX-9500FS, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and inductively coupled plasma with Bosch process (STS MESC Multiplex ICP serial no. 30343, STS, Newport, Wales, UK) are used to fabricate the PhCW, waveguides, MMI and gratings. To etch SiO₂ under the PhCW, standard ultraviolet lithography is used to define the wet etch regions by AZ5214E, which works as a mask to protect the other components like gratings, MMI and waveguides. Buffered hydrofluoric acid is used to etch the SiO₂ layer below PhCW to make sure the PhCW is a membrane structure in low losses state. The PhCW scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image is shown as Figure 3A. After the membranization, a 5 nm aluminum oxide layer is deposited on the device by ALD for isolating silicon and graphene. The bottom layer graphene is wet-transferred onto the surface from a chemical vapor deposition grown copper foil. Then, the graphene shape is defined using E-beam lithography and O₂ plasma etching. Next, the metal pad is fabricated on the graphene, which is deposited by E-beam evaporation utilizing titanium (Ti) and gold (Au), and then a lift-off process is followed. To overcome the hydrophobic nature of graphene basal plane [37], we firstly deposit 2 nm of aluminum since the trimethylaluminum/H₂O process cannot be directly deposited on the graphene. The aluminum by thermal evaporation will be immediately oxidized into Al₂O₃ when exposed to the air. Then, 28 nm of Al₂O₃ is deposited at 200°C in ALD process. A similar process is performed on the top layer of graphene as on the bottom layer.

We characterized the fabricated device at room temperature in ambient conditions. Figure 6A is the setup used to measure the MD of the modulator. A TLS (Ando, AQ4321A, Ando Electric, Kawasaki, Japan) is synchronized with optical spectrum analyser (OSA) (Ando, AQ6317B, Ando Electric, Kawasaki, Japan) to sweep the spectrum of the modulator, and then we set the TLS at the cutoff wavelength of the PhCW. By tuning off/on of the SMU (Keithly, 238), the maximum and minimum of the output power are recorded from the OSA. The maximum difference power is the MD. Moreover, we set the SMU in the voltage from 0 V to 15 V, measuring the spectrum of each specific voltage. Figure 6B is the dynamic measurement setup. Electrical signal generated by a VNA (HP, 8722C) is superimposed onto a static drive voltage for small signal measurement. The frequency range of VNA is set from 50 MHz to 20 GHz with a RF power of 20 dBm in a static voltage of 8 V. We set the TLS at 1555 nm wavelength which is in the semi-slow light region. The optical output of the device is directed into an IR photodetector (u2t photonics, XPDV2020R, 50 GHz) then guided into VNA port.
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